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IndoNostalgia Run 53 – September 2017
Drinking Bir and Beer in Farway and Beer
Friday
The Programme was precise: 7pm Meet at The
Anchor Inn, so everyone gathered at The
Dolphin Inn. Why? Nobody knew, but possibly
because The Anchor is a Greene King outlet
serving shit IPA. Fortunately the guest beer
was Otter, which went down a treat.
On arrival, several exiles asked where
registration was? More confusion as everyone
had pre-paid and so if you weren’t there
nobody cared as it just meant more beer for
everyone else.

Having opted to camp at Farway Koncorde,
Squitztity, Benghazi and Generator found it
was just too Faraway and so checked in the
campsite in Beer instead. Even, Wron Keys and
Open All Hours didn’t fancy the venue and
found a real campsight nearby.
Haven’t Got One arrived at the Dolphin
expecting to find a family room waiting for
them, only to find that they hadn’t got one.
The reason being that he was at the wrong
Hotel and a room was waiting for them down
the road at The Anchor. Dirty Dex was staying
at the Bay View and on arrival was greeted by
“we were expecting you last night”. The
confusion was to continue throughout the
weekend.
So there were no campers at Farway, just
Ferret in his campervan and even The
Phantom slept on the stage rather than erect
a tent.

The Hare, Bear enjoying a Bear Beer in Beer at the
Barrel of Beer

Dirty Dex assisted preparation of the food but
the weight of his testicles proved too great for
his pants, which split leaving his tackle spreadeagled for all to see. This turned out to be a
particular weakness in the trouser department
as he repeated the trick at breakfast time, to
the dismay of other guests at the Bay View
B&B, now renamed The Ball View B&B.

Only Generator was brave/mad enough to
have a swim, the rest of us being content to
watch, cameras at the ready in case she
drowned and we could send the video to Who’s
Been Framed. Ooh La La and Forget Me Not
found themselves in a double bed rather than
twins but as they were staying at another guest
house nobody was present to tell any tales and
we presume that they had a cosy night.

gathering in the safety of the Car Park, which
was announced as being point A.

Saturday

Trail laying sub-contracted to The Penguin whilst
the Bear sticks to his beer

Ready for the “off”

10.45
Coach
for
campers
to
Beer.
Unfortunately it left early and went without
Can’t Be Arsed, Lina, Alice, Jacob & Dawn
who were staying at a nearby Farm.

We were informed that a gentle 50 minute walk
over the headland, following a trail laid by The
Penguin, would be suitable for all except the
totally lame who got into the bus instead. A
couple of checks kept the FRBs in sight until a
signpost pointed down the path to The Beach
Path, or up the hill to Branscombe. Given a
choice, the walkers split into two groups with
half going one way and the rest the other.

Klinger leads the pack up the hill

12 pm Start of the A-B-C run. The Penguin,
being well acquainted with the herding of cats
and hashers, moved the time forward to 11.30
am so that by noon we were ready to set off. A
welcome circle assembled on the pavement
outside the Anchor, then moved across the
road in front of the Ball View, before moving
back to the pavement and then finally

They went that way

50 minutes later, dead on time, the FRBs
arrived at the picnic spot where a superb
spread awaited. Slowly the walkers made their
way down the hill, Pedro Trumpet guiding

Emelda down by mobile phone. The
conversation went something like this: “Where
are you?” “We’re in a field of cows, which way
do we go?” “There weren’t any cows on the
trail, you must be lost!” Eventually, everyone
reached the picnic spot, but not exactly on
time.

On down to the lunch stop

Just to confuse us, the Hares, Farmer Kit, Cat
& Nick used crosses (the universal sign for a
false trail) as checks, but with 3 and On, and
with a long distance between blobs, the FRBs
kept fairly well bunched together.
Eventually we left the bridle way and headed
into the woods, which fortunately sheltered us
from the rain. Blowback came tearing along
just as Jetstream had marked a check in the
right direction, but before anyone had actually
called on. A heinous crime which would be
punished later in the circle.
Klinger managed to go arse over tit but for
once managed to fall normally rather than
head first, thus destroying his knee but
preserving his teeth. At the half way stage he
decided that discretion is the better part of
valour and made for the waiting coach.

Only Me and Double Top dressed for the weather

After an excellent lunch (Farmer Kit’s own
hand reared beef) the runners set off leaving
the more physically challenged to follow in the
bus.

Spot the scarecrow

Unlike Klinger and despite walking most of the
way and getting left miles behind, Double
Top, Roger the Cabin Boy and Klingon
ignored the bus and carried on with the trail in
true IndoNostalgia spirit. With plenty of time
and most exiles staying on for another night,
why hurry? There’s never any worry and there’s
never any hurry, when you’re past caring.

An excellent picnic thanks to Farmer Kit

‘Village Hall ¼ mile’, we were surprised to see
Shamcock,
U-Bend
&
Unmentionable
returning from the direction of the Church. It
transpired that after negotiating a herd of
cows they bumped into Cat who informed
them of the error of their ways.

Another false trail

A rather cunning check was found by
Shamcock down a road towards a farm, but by
then Only Me was so far up a false trail that
she didn’t come back. She had obviously found
a shorter route as she reappeared later ahead
of Muff Diver and the FRBs.

A herd of cows join the trail

At last we reached the Village Hall and a very
welcome pint of Otter Bitter. Eventually
everyone arrived, except one. Where was The
Phanton? Maybe he was there and we couldn’t
see him in his camouflage? Rather than waste
time looking for him we proceeded with the
programme and the circle was called.

Being an FRB is tough work

At half-way, or two thirds of the way if you
include the 3 mile “warm up”, there was a bus
waiting for those who’d had enough and
wanted a beer. However, most decided to carry
on and the third half of the trail started off
through gentle fields before leading us
through endless mud, more hills and then,
finally, a downhill section into Faraway. By this
point the pack had split into several small
groups and individuals, all trying to follow the
trail.
As our little group of Hangover Blues, Muff
Diver, Ferret and Jetstream, reached a
crossroad where the sign read: to the left
‘Farway Church 1 mile’, and to the right

Hash Flash Paparazzi managed to take a picture
of The Phanton despite his camouflage

IndoNostalgia virgins, Just Dawn and
Squiztity were welcomed, we hope that they
enjoyed themselves and that they weren’t too
traumatised and will come again.

Whilst Koncorde may only have attended one
previous IndoNostalgia Run, he has a long
history with Jakarta Hash and this soon
became apparent as he kept coming up with
stuff to entertain and illuminate.

Just Dawn and Squiztity appear to enjoy their first
IndoNostalgia Hash

Usual Down-Downs for the MisManagement,
the Hares, etc, and then Blowback started
proceedings with some random charges
before passing the baton to the RA, Froggy.
More tales, jokes and charges followed and
even the occasional true story. Despite the fact
that we were indoors the circle flowed, as did
the Otter Bitter.

Exhibitionist? Moi?

For some unknown reason Kermit and Googly
seemed to feature as extras in most of the
sketches, jokes and even songs. Whist some of
the circle found the noisy interruption of Wai
Wai, Josie, Alice and Orion disruptive, most
realised that this is the future of the hash and
so we’d better get used to it.
Just as the circle was about to end The
Phantom arrived, his tale of woe is too long to
tell here, but suffice to say it involved falling
out of the bus and damaging his knee,
returning to Beer to find his bag which turned
out to be in the café on the beach, then getting
the bus to the half-way point between B and C
where he got totally lost trying to follow the
trail. Bear can recount the full story if you have
half an hour to spare.
The combined culinary skills of Bear, Dirty
Dex and Cat were now presented, delicious
chicken curry, dhal and rice. Their efforts were
much appreciated and they even managed to
understand Gorilla’s recipe for the dhal.
The bus appeared again, as if by magic and
transported us back to Beer for more beer.

Koncorde seducing Benghazi

In addition to the usual exhibitionists,
contributions came from all corners of the
circle with Muff Diver, adding their charges.

Sunday
An early start with the bus leaving at 10.15!
Plenty of time to get ready for the hangover
run.

The Co-Hare, The Phantom, woke up Ferret at
7.30 am and announced that he was injured
from his fall yesterday and would he take his
place and lay the trail with Farmer Kit.

opposite direction. It turned out that the beer
stop was going the wrong way as well as us.

More posers

Ferret steps in the help lay the trail

Whilst yesterday’s trail was described as
“gentle”, today would be “moderate” with a hill
climb which would be “challenging”. This was
enough to increase the percentage of walkers
who were to follow Ferret on an easier route
to the beer stop.

Up the road where a thoughtful turn-back
confused the FRBs and allowed the tail enders
a moment of glory as they followed Farmer
Kit’s suggestion to climb the gate into another
field, this time with a herd rather than a single
cow. Flour was hard to find as the cows had
eaten most of it, but eventually On-On was
called and the pack galloped up the hill. Over
the fence and then through the bracken where
the Hare had cut a path with his strimmer.
Then we reached THE HILL. FRBs were up like
shit off a shovel but then we ground to a halt
as we slipped and slid up the bank on hands
and knees. Shamcock looked for an easier
route but the bracken was full of brambles,
making it impassable. Eventually we reached
the top and through another field of cows to
find the Hare having a fag, there was obviously
an alternative short-cut up the road.

Who said chivalry was dead?

Out of the gate behind the Village Hall we
crossed a muddy field whilst a very
disinterested cow looked on. More mud and
then a stream to wash off the cow shit in
preparation for even more shiggy. Through a
couple of fields and out onto the road where
we encountered Cat driving Dirty Dex and
Pugwash to the beer stop. We followed them
down the road, only to be called back in the

A least it was downhill from this point and on
to the beer stop where Pugwash was
dispensing Bir Bintang. Who needs to go to Bali
when we can buy Bir Bintang at Morrison’s
Supermarket? Three large bottles for only £5,
it’s also probably cheaper than in Indonesia.
By careful planning (or luck) the Hares had
managed to get all the runners and walkers to
arrive at the beer stop at about the same time,
so there was enough Bintang to go round.

the FBI’s arse. There were too many downdowns to mention them all, so I won’t.

Bintang, cheaper than in Indonesia

Another mile or so and we were back at the
Village Hall, but not before the rain started
again. Although the rain had stopped briefly in
time to light the BBQs, more rain drove
everyone inside where it was decided to hold
the circle.

El Rave and bewildered participants in his sketch

With the younger generation of Wai-Wai,
Josie, Orion and Alice, generally running riot
whilst Little Blow, Lena and Czech Her Out
blamed their father’s for providing a bad
example of how to behave in the circle.
As usual the appearance of the makan drew
things to a close and the gannets attacked the
BBQ, supplemented by left over dhal from
yesterday which spiced things up.

Down-downs for the piss pourers

Breaking with tradition, most of the pack
pulled up chairs and sat in the circle. Normally
this would have been a bit of a downer on
proceedings but surprisingly the circle flowed
and everyone was in the mood to contribute.
The excesses of Otter Ale had taken its’ toll
and Koncorde, Shamcock and Blowback who
were all guilty of repeating contributions from
yesterday’s circle.
Amongst the numerous Down-downs, While
You’re Down There and Bear were called
upon to model their versions of IndoNostalgia
attire, WYDT sporting a very fetching ‘off the
shoulder’ T-shirt and Bear’s tailor had
converted two sarongs into a pair of shorts for

At 4 o’clock we jumped on the bus back to
Beer, leaving Farmer Kit, Cat, and Nick to clear
up with the assistance of Pugwash, Roger The
Cabin Boy and Dirty Dex. For future reference
we need to bear in mind that rubbish needs to
be separated for re-cycling, or maybe we
should invite Farmer Kit to all future runs as
he is now experienced in going through the
garbage bags and sorting it out. What a
splendid chap!
That’s that! On-On to the next run! By the time
this run report is produced, the next run, in
Shetland, will already have been and gone, so
we’ll be looking forward to meeting up in
South Cerney for a Cotswold experience.
Future runs are advertised on the website,
www.inh3.co.uk so don’t rely on Facebook or
other unreliable social media shites for details.

